
Something remarkable is happening: Action Against Hunger has helped lead a movement that successfully cut the 
percentage of hungry children by half. Yet, every day, more than 5,500 children — two million each year — still lose 
the fi ght against malnutrition and its deadly effects. 

The world needs a better way to deal with hunger. We’re creating it, for everyone. For good.

Acti on Against Hunger is the world’s hunger specialist. We aim to eliminate hunger within our lifetimes. To start, 
we’re working to double, by 2020, the number of children who receive urgent hunger treatment, and to help 
countless families realize their goal of never needing hunger treatment at all. 

WHY DEAL WITH HUNGER FIRST?
Hungry children struggle to grow, learn, or even survive. When a child younger than fi ve dies, malnutrition is a root 
cause 50% of the time. Yet, only 1 in 4 children with life-threatening hunger can even hope to access treatment. 

We believe opportunity begins where hunger ends. Every $1 spent ending hunger delivers up to a $16 return to society. 
That’s why the United Nations set a Sustainable Development Goal to end all forms of hunger by 2030. Yet, after 
decades of progress, hunger is growing again. We need help to address this crisis. 

 

BY 2020, WE AIM TO 
DOUBLE THE NUMBER OF 
OF KIDS WHO RECEIVE 
LIFESAVING HUNGER 
TREATMENT.

THE WORLD 
NEEDS A BETTER 
WAY TO DEAL 
WITH HUNGER.
TOGETHER, WE’RE 
CREATING IT. 

HUNGER IS:

            Predictable:  We know where and when to expect it.

            Preventable:  We know how to keep people healthy.

            Treatable:  Our evidence-based programs cure 
            life-threatening hunger.

DOUBLE THE NUMBER OF 
            

            

         



WHY SUPPORT ACTION AGAINST HUNGER?
Action Against Hunger is the fi rst and only nonprofi t exclusively dedicated to ending hunger. 
We created the fi rst formula to effectively treat malnourished children, and better models for diagnosis. 

We deliver:

 scale to 45+ countries and 20 million people in the world’s 
hardest-to-reach places.

empowerment of local communities; 95% of our staff come 
from the countries they serve. 

effi ciency, as one of the world’s highest-rated nonprofi ts, 
            93 cents per dollar go directly to our high-impact programs. 
            For 14 years running, Charity Navigator awarded us 4 stars 
            — its highest ranking, earned by only the top 1% of non-profi ts. 

            effectiveness: when completed, our breakthrough 
            hunger treatment cures children 90% of the time.

            focus: we deliver extraordinary results because we 
            are exclusively focused on hunger.

Now, we aim to reach millions more people, doubling the number of children who get treatment; 
innovate better ways to deal with hunger; and advocate for lasting change.

            

            

PREVENT 
MALNUTRITION

TREAT 
LIFE-THREATENING 
HUNGER

AS THE WORLD’S HUNGER SPECIALIST, ACTION AGAINST HUNGER 

IS RELENTLESS IN CREATING AND SCALING BETTER WAYS TO:

We can end hunger for good, 
within our lifeti mes. But we can’t 
do it alone. 

PLEASE LEARN MORE. 
TELL A FRIEND. OR DONATE 
TO SAVE A LIFE TODAY.
www.acti onagainsthunger.org 
       @acti onagainsthunger
       @acfusa
       info@acti onagainsthunger.org
       +1 (877) 777-1420

HOW YOU
CAN HELP

       @acti onagainsthunger
       @acfusa
       


